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 equilibrium isn’t good enough 
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 equilibrium model 
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III. What difference the hybrid 

 equilibrium description makes 



Part I: Why isn’t a fluid 

equilibrium good enough? 

• Available existing solvers: 

 > Grad-Shafranov: …but no flow; important in FRC 

 > Two-fluid: …but no FLR; important at edge 

• No FLR-fluid solver yet (e.g. gyroviscous)  

  …though it could be done 

• Braginskii & gyro-kinetic make expansions i/L << 1; 

 this is NOT VALID at edge, O-point, X-points! 

Part I 

• Sneaking suspicion: these equilibria have  

 features that are fundamentally kinetic and  

 can‟t be captured by any fluid model 
 



Vlasov 

solution 

f(H,P) 

Particle 

tracing 

mjdvj/dt = Fj 

Surface functions: 

 GS: p(), I() 

 Multifluid: H(Y), (Y),   

    s(Y) for each species 

World views: fluid and otherwise 

Fluid world 
Issues: FLR & closure 

Kinetic world 

Difficulty:  

>Computationally  

     intensive “106D” 

>Noisy 

Difficulty: need a 

moment integral 

at every point 

Difficulty: How to choose 

them all realistically??? 
Curiosity: arbitrary function 

f(H,P) takes place of arbitrary 

functions in fluid-based models 

Part I 



What is a “hybrid equilibrium”?  

  kinetic ions (1or more species) 

       + 

  warm fluid electrons 
 

Part II: Developing a “hybrid” 

equilibrium model 

Ingredients 
 

 A)  ions: f(H,P) 

 B)  Te() 

 C)  Method for  (potential) 

 D) Solve Maxwell‟s equation * = 0j 

Part II 

“Functions” 

to choose 



A. Selecting the distribution f(H,P) 

Rigid rotor  F  exp(P)  is popular,  

but unrealistic—much too thick SOL 

P distribution: 

to choose 

Assume thermal 

distribution 

Thermal paradigm:     f = eH/kTF(P) 

 

Find realistic F(P) by solving steady Fokker-Planck 

equation with end-loss “sink” for unconfined ions  

Part IIA: finding f(H,P) 



Confinement region in Phase-space 

H+cjP < 0      < Hsiao-Miley „85 

cj = eBj/mi 

   Bj= max jet field 

  

  

Confined 

Approximate 

confinement 

boundary 

0 
> “Rigid rotor” (RR) does not  

     distinguish confined and  

     unconfined regions and so cannot represent the SOL 

Part IIA: finding f(H,P) 

Unconfined 
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Steady Fokker-Planck equation 
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unconfined 

ions 

Part IIA: finding f(H,P) 

P 

lnF 

RR 

Fokker-

Planck 

End-loss distribution: 
confinement depends on both 

velocity space (v) and space (r) 

Contrast with Mirror distribution: 

confinement depends only on 

velocity space (loss cone angle) 



Moments of ion distribution 

All moments of interest have analytic solutions in 

terms of exponents and error functions: 

     density, particle flux, stress tensor 

e.g. density:  n(r,z)  =  C exp(q/kT0)M0(r,) 

Zeroth moment: 

analytic function 

Still need potential 

Note  multiple ion species 

allowed:  n  nj, j = 0,1,… 

Part IIA: finding f(H,P) 



Electron temperature 

• Te = Tem(;1)   
  

parameter: max  parameter: 

electron temperature profile effect 

 

  Is a simple analytic function 

Parallel thermal conduction assures 

uniform Te on magnetic surfaces 

Part IIB: defining Te() 



Potential paradigm 

• Full electrical shorting in FRCs 

• Outside separatrix: end-shorting 

• Inside separatrix: turbulence breaks surfaces;  

 high electron mobility along wandering field lines 

• Short connection length at high- 

Part IIC: choosing  

 = (k/e)[Telnne + 0.71Te] < Ryutov ‟07 
 

 

Approximation: 221.3 2rCekTe  

Centrifugal correction 

Electron flow and current also follows from this 



Summary of hybrid equilibrium system 

• SOLUTION METHOD:  

 > Analytic forms for macro variables (n,u,,Te)  

 > Computation  simple relaxation algorithm for (r,z) 

 

• SYSTEM:  

 > Most parameters (F0,1,,T0,Tem) are “pinned” to       

  match experimental equilibrium being modeled 

 > ONLY ONE free parameter:  = “rotation” parameter 

Part II: summary 



Part III: What difference does the hybrid 

description make? 

 RESULTS  

(A) Reference equilibrium case: “LSX-6” 

(B) Rotation and flow shear 

(C) Differences between kinetic and fluid 

 equilibria 

(D) Scrape-off layer thickness 

Part III 



A) Reference example: “LSX-6”* 
*FRC data compendium (Steinhauer-Intrator PoP 2009) 

Except:  

 radial pressure balance p+Bz
2/20 not uniform 

Part III-A: reference case 

 Radial profiles for a reference example: (a) field and flux; (b) density and pressure balance 

(normalized by Be
2/20); (c) temperature and electrostatic potential.  

(b) 

n/nmax 

r/Rw 

p+B2/20 

separatrix 
8/BeRs

2 

r/Rw 

Bz/Be 
(a) (c) 

separatrix 

r/Rw 

Te/Te,max 

e /kTe,max 

LSX-6: Rw = 0.45 m; Be = 0.45 T; Ti = 400 eV; Tem = 150 eV; Xs  Rs/Rw = 0.5 

Parameters:  = 0.4 (rotation),  = 0.1 (end loss)  

Radial profiles (midplane) are unremarkable at first blush 

* 

* 



Except:  

 j/r higher inboard than outboard 

 Giant flow shear spike in edge region 

 

(b) 

u /r 

r/Rw 

  

Current and flow profiles for the reference example: (a) current densities of ions (i), 

electrons (e) and total jtot = ji + je (MA/m2); (b) ion rotation frequency ui/r and flow shear 

V = rdi/dr (both units Vthi/Rs). 

separatrix 

r/Rw 

j /10r 

(a) 

je 

jtot 

ji 

V/2 

“LSX-6” continued 

Part III-A: reference case 

Current 

densities 

Flow & 

flow shear 

* * 

V  rd(u/r)/dr 

* 

* 



B) Rotation and flow shear 

An element completely missing from standard 

equilibrium models, i.e. flow shear, has a profound 

effect on the radial structure of the FRC 

Part III-B: flow shear 

Rotational structure:  normalized by Vth0/Rs. 

Circle denotes reference example. 

Xs = 0.5 

0.4 

0 = 

“rigid” 

  

1(u/r)O/u/r 

Flow 

shear 

Rotation parameter,  

Separatrix field and density ratios vs flow shear. 

The circle denotes the reference example. 

Xs = 0.5 

0.4 

n(Rs)/nmax 
Bz(Rs)/Be 

0.4 
0.5 

1(u/r)O/u/r 

  
  

Effect on density & field profiles 

Flow shear 

>> Recall:  is a free parameter 

field-free 

core 
Low edge 

density 



C) Differences between kinetic  

and fluid  equilibria 

j/r not a surface function near separatrix 

Surface functions 

Poloidal flux depends strongly on flow shear 

Part III-C: differences 

Surface functions of GS equilibria: p normalized 

to Be
2/20; j/r in MA/m3;  is normalized to the 

poloidal flux (|| at O-point). 

 /p 

  
in 

out 
j /r 

p 

separatrix 

axis 

O-point 

Normalized poloidal flux vs flow shear. 

Circle denotes reference example. 

 

f/Xs  0.4 

Xs = 0.5 

“RR” 

  

1(u/r)O/u/r 

Poloidal flux content 

* 
22 sep RBf  

Flow shear Flow shear 

trend * 

* 

* 



D) Scrape-off layer thickness 

Inventory-based SOL “int” is better; 2thinner 

Flow shear has strong effect on SOL thickness 

Part III-D: SOL 

Gradient () and integrated (int) measures of SOL thickness 

vs flow shear. Circle denotes reference example. 

  

1(u/r)O/u/r 

Xs = 0.5 0.4 

  

int 

0.4 
0.5 

Ln/i0 

Flow shear 

trend * 

* 

Re long-standing “anomalously broad SOL” mystery < Steinhauer PF‟86 
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 Hybrid equilibrium tool developed for practical use 
     > a single free parameter gives broad range of equilibria 

 Standard profiles resemble fluid models (n,Bz,T) 

 The difference is in important details 
     > Fluid models fail abjectly near separatrix 

     > Variable flow shear 

     > Dramatic flow shear spike near separatrix 

     > Flow shear has strong effect on profile, poloidal flux, SOL 

 Non-equilibrium effects of flow shear expected 
     > Improved global stability (flow-shear stabilization):  

 ?? Solve mystery of the tilt “no show” ??  

     > Improve confinement  

 ?? H-mode in FRC ?? 

Part IV: Summary of hybrid 

equilibrium effects 

Part IV: summary 



Future studies 

• Non FRC applications  any divertor torus  

 > Add toroidal field if supported by a poloidal electron  

  current, and/or externally-applied toroidal field 

• Multiple ion species 

 > e.g. the effect of an energetic beam component 

• Flow shear explorations 

 > Effect transport and confinement 

 > Effect on global stability 

 > Means to enhance & maintain flow shear 

Part IV: future 


